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What is Version Control?

An efficient way of tracking changes to files 
Instead of saving entire directory, save changesets or commits



Centralised Version Control

e.g. CVS, Subversion



Distributed Version Control

Distributed Version Control 

Each Computer stores a copy 
of the version database 

e.g. git, mercurial



Installing git



Configuring git

> git config -- global user.name “John Doe” 
> git config -- global user.email “johndoe@example.com”

This ensures that your commits are correctly labelled 
(Crucial if you are collaborating on code) 

Settings stored in ~/.gitconfig

mailto:johndoe@example.com


How git creates a new version of code

Make 
changes to 

files

Stage 
changed files

Commit 
staged files

git add <files> git commit



A Simple Recipe for Local Version Control

> cd dir/where/code/is 

> git init 

> git add <files> 

> git commit

# Hopefully obvious 

# Create a git repository 

# Select files to be committed 

# Takes you to an editor screen 
# (write a commit message)

> git status           # Check status of all files 

> git log              # Lists all your commits 

> git diff             # All changes in code since last commit

Modify code, git add, git commit, modify code, git add, git commit…



Undoing Things

> git checkout <file>  # Erase file changes since last commit 

> git reset HEAD~<n>   # Go back n commits 

> git rm -- cached <file> # Stop tracking a file  
                        (without deleting it)



Using Remote Code Repositories

GitHub vs Bitbucket

Accounts Free 
Public Repos Free 

Limited Private Repos (subs)

Accounts Free 
Private Repos Free 

Limited Public Repos (subs)



Setting up a Remote Code Repository
First - go online and create remote repository at website 

Obtain its URL 

> git remote add origin <url> 
> git push origin master 
> git pull origin master

# Create repo with alias ‘origin’ 
# Send code to remote repo 
# Receive code from remote repo

master refers to the branch of code you are working on



Branching And Merging

You should always have a stable, working version of code (master) 
If you want to add a feature, do this on a branch 
Once the feature works, you can merge it into master

> git checkout -b hotfix 
> git add, commit etc 
> git checkout master 
> git merge hotfix 


